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Abstract—The paper analyzes and compares three different
computing platforms for processing tree-like data structures,
namely: general purpose computers, embedded processors,
and direct mapping of the relevant algorithms to hardware in
application-specific circuits. Tree-based recursive data sorting
is considered as a case study. The results demonstrate that
application-specific hardware is the fastest and processorbased implementation is the slowest. This gives motivation for
developing new optimization techniques in the scope of
application-specific hardware circuits, which is especially
beneficial for FPGA-based design.
Keywords-Algorithms; Processing; Tree-like data structures;
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Tree-like data structure can be seen as a widely used
model for numerous computations, such as data sort [1],
priority management [1,2], combinatorial optimization [3],
etc. Using and taking advantage of application-specific
circuits in general and FPGA-based accelerators in particular
have a long tradition in data processing [4] and for solving
problems with high computational complexity (e.g. [3]). A
number of research works are targeted to the potential of
advanced hardware architectures. For example, the system [5]
solves a sorting problem over multiple hardware shading
units achieving parallelization through using SIMD
operations on GPU processors. The benefits of FPGAs were
studied within projects [6,7] implementing traditional CPU
tasks on programmable hardware. In [8] FPGAs are used as
co-processors in Altix supercomputer to accelerate XML
filtering. The advantages of customized hardware as a
database co-processor are investigated in different
publications (e.g. [4]).
The use of tree-like data structures can be explained on
the following simple example [9] targeted to data sort.
Suppose that the nodes of the tree contain three fields: a
pointer to the left child node, a pointer to the right child node,
and a value (e.g. an integer or a pointer to a string). The
nodes are maintained so that at any node, the left sub-tree
only contains values that are less than the value at the node,
and the right sub-tree contains only values that are greater.
Such a tree can easily be built and traversed either iteratively
or recursively. Another example can be taken from
combinatorial search algorithms [3,10,11]. Let us consider a
search tree described in [11]. The root of the tree
corresponds to the initial situation in solving a particular task
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(such as the Boolean satisfiability problem – the SAT).
Edges of the tree lead to child nodes of the tree representing
simplified situations. In case of the SAT problem [3] the root
corresponds to the initial Boolean formula [3] and the other
nodes represent simplifies Boolean formulas. Every pair of
child nodes permits to remove one variable from the formula
assigning it 0 for one child and 1 for another child.
It is known that processing tree-like data structures can
be done in different computing platforms. The main
objective of this paper is to compare the most widely used
platforms, namely general-purpose processors; embedded
microprocessors; and application-specific hardware circuits
that make it possible direct mapping of the relevant
algorithms to hardware to be provided. Recursive data
sorting based on tree-like data structures is considered as a
case study.
The remainder of this paper is organized in five sections.
Section II describes the basic algorithms and their
implementation in software. Section III is dedicated to
hardware implementation of the basic algorithms. Section IV
briefly characterizes the considered computing platforms.
Section V is dedicated to experiments, and comparisons. The
conclusion is given in Section VI.
II.

THE BASIC ALGORITHM AND IMPLEMENTATION IN
SOFTWARE

To process tree-like data structures a variety of
techniques can be applied. We would like to compare
alternative computing platforms through implementations of
recursive algorithms because of their clarity and
compactness. Although in software iterative algorithms over
binary trees reveal slightly better performance, the
implementation of recursive algorithms in hardware often
gives the result comparable with iterative algorithms. Since
forward and backward propagation steps needed for
processing tree-like data structures are exactly the same for
each node, a recursive procedure can be applied naturally.
There are the following four basic modules that can be used
for data sorting and some supplementary operations:
•
•
•

Module M1 adds a new node to the tree;
Module M2 outputs the sorted data from the tree;
Module M3 extracts the smallest data item from the tree.
Such operation is needed, in particular, for priority
management. Alternatively the largest data item can be
extracted;
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•

node->r = temp_node->r;
node->l = temp_node->l;
node->value = temp_node->value;
node->c = temp_node->c;
delete temp_node;

Module M4 removes unneeded tree nodes that have
already been extracted or on an external request. Such
operation is also useful for priority management.

The following C/C++ code fragments describe the
primary operations of the modules M1-M4 (for the
simplicity, exception handling is not shown).
// Module M1
tree_node* add_node (tree_node* node, int value)
{
if (node == 0)
{
node = new tree_node;
node->value = value;
node->c = 1; // setting counter to 1
node->r = node->l = 0;
else if (value == node->value)
node->c++; // incrementing counter
else if (value < node->value)
node->l = add_node (node->l,value);
// traversing the left sub-tree
else
node->r=add_node (node->r,value);
// traversing the right sub-tree
return node;
}

}

}

}

In this code
structure:

tree_node

is considered to be the following

struct tree_node
{
int value; // node value
int c; // counter for repeated values
struct tree_node* l; // pointer to the left sub-tree
struct tree_node* r; // pointer to the right sub-tree
// other fields if required
};

}

The build_subtree function has the following code:
tree_node* build_subtree (tree_node* node
tree_node* subnode, int value)
{ if (node == 0) node = subnode;
else if (value < node->value)
node->l = build_subtree (node->l, subnode, value);
else
node->r = build_subtree (node->r, subnode, value);
return node;

// Module M2
void treesort (treenode *node)
{
if (node!=0)
// if the node exists
{ treesort (node->l); // sort left sub-tree
// display value after any hierarchical return
treesort (node->r); // now sort right sub-tree
}
}

}

The modules M1-M3 implement algorithms [9]. The
module M4 is described on the basis of the algorithms [1,9].
All the modules have been verified in software.
IMPLEMENTATION IN HARDWARE

III.

// Module M3
void extract_smallest_value (tree_node* node)
{
if (node != 0)
{ while (node->l != 0)
node = node->l;
// send node->value
}
}

The following two types of circuits have been designed,
tested, and compared:

// Module M4
void extract_from_tree (tree_node*& node, int value)
{
tree_node *temp_node;
if (node != 0)
// verifying if node exists
if (value > node->value) // traversing the right sub-tree
extract_from_tree (node->r,value);
else if (value < node->value) // traversing the left sub-tree
extract_from_tree (node->l,value);
else
{
if ( (node->l == 0) && (node->r == 0) )
// in this case the node has to be deleted
{
delete node;
node = 0;
}
else if (node->r != 0)
{
// changing pointers for the right node
temp_node = node->r;
if ((node->l) != 0)
build_subtree (temp_node,node->l,
node->l->value);
node->r = temp_node->r;
node->l = temp_node->l;
node->value = temp_node->value;
node->c = temp_node->c;
delete temp_node;
}
else
{
// changing pointers for the left node
temp_node = node->l;

•

Application-specific circuits that directly implement the
given algorithms in hardware;

•

Circuits which use an embedded Power PC processor
executing programs for the given algorithm.

A. Application-specific Circuits
Recursion is applied in the same way as in C/C++
functions shown in section II. Fig. 1 presents a simple
example. A tree built for a given sequence of input data
items (19,17,11, 28,25,18,34,31) is depicted in Fig. 1(a).
a)

19,17,11,28,25,18,34,31

Begin

17

28

18

Z1(add_node)

25
31

b)

a0

a1

34
11

Z0

c)

19

0

X1
1 a
2
Z2 (treesort)

RAM
Data

LA

RA

End

a3

Figure 1. Binary tree for data sort (a); memory contents (b); top-level
sorting algorithm (c)
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We will assume that input data are stored in RAM along
with the addresses of the left (LA) and right (RA) sub-trees
(see Fig. 1(b)). Basic top-level algorithm for sorting is shown
in Fig. 1(c) (the labels a0,…,a3 will be discussed later). The
module z1(add_node) corresponds to C/C++ function
add_node from the previous section. This module
sequentially adds input data items to the tree while x1=0. As
soon as x1=1, the module z2(treesort) outputs the sorted data
from the tree (z2(treesort) corresponds to C/C++ function
treesort from the previous section). The executed operations
are shown in the functions add_node and treesort (see
section II).
It is known that C/C++ functions from section II can be
implemented more efficiently in hardware through the use of
dual-port memories and algorithmic modifications. All
necessary details can be found in [12]. The improvements
permit to speed up the execution of the modules M1-M4.
The designed application-specific circuits are based on a
hierarchical finite state machine (HFSM) with a simple
datapath. HFSM can be built from C/C++ functions (such as
add_node and treesort). The datapath is the same as in [13].
Fig. 2 demonstrates how the function add_node can be
converted to specification in form of flow-chart that is
needed for synthesis of HFSM. Other functions
(extract_smallest_value, extract_from_tree, build_subtree)
are implemented similarly. The details can be found in [9].
Y

2) Customizing the proposed HDL templates for an HFSM
combinational circuit (CC) that can be also combined
with the relevant datapath (see Fig. 3). All the details
for templates are given in [15], where it is also
explained how stack memories shown in Fig. 3 are used.
3) Synthesis of HFSM circuits from the customized
templates with the aid of commercially available
computer-aided design tools, such as the ISE of Xilinx.

Figure 3. Implementation of the algorithm by an HFSM

B. Using Embedded Power PC Processor
Programs for Power PC processor are developed using
embedded development kit (EDK) from Xilinx as it is shown
in Fig. 4. Input needed for EDK is very similar to C/C++
functions described in section II. EDK outputs low-level
program that can be executed in Power PC.

Begin
a0

X
0

tree_node* add_node(tree_node* node, int value)
{
if(node==0) {
node = new tree_node;
node->value = value;
node->c = 1;
node->r = node->l = 0; }
else if(value == node->value)
node->c++;
a3
else if(value<node->value)
node->l = add_node(node->l,value);
y1,y2,z1
else node->r=add_node(node->r,value);
return node;
}

tree_node* add_node(tree_node* node, int value)
{
if(node==0) {
node = new tree_node;
node->value = value;
node->c = 1;
node->r = node->l = 0;
}
else if(value == node->value)
node->c++;
else if(value<node->value)
node->l = add_node(node->l,value);
else node->r=add_node(node->r,value);
return node;
}

X3
1

1

X2

a1

0
1

y8

X4
0

y9

y1,y4,z1

a2

y7

a4

End (y5)

a7

Y

Y

Z1

A simple datapath
that can be
included in HFSM

CC with
datapath

Stack of states

X

Stack of modules

X

a6

EDK
ELF

FPGA

Figure 4. Implementation of the C/C++ functions in Power PC processor

a5

right sub-tree

y6

IV.

left sub-tree

COMPUTING PLATFORMS

Three different computing platforms described below
have been analyzed. A random-number generator produces
items of data that have to be sorted and the results on
different computing platforms are compared.

Figure 2. Convertion of the C/C++ function add_node to a flow-chart that
can be further used for synthesis of an HFSM

Symbols x2, x3, x4 and y1,…,y9 in Fig. 2 represent
accordingly logical conditions and operations in the relevant
C/C++ functions (the correspondence is shown by dashed
arrow lines). The HFSM (see Fig. 3) analyzes the logical
conditions x2, x3, x4 and generates signals y1,…,y9 in
accordance with the flow-chart.
It is known [14] that flow-charts (such as that is shown in
Fig. 2) can be converted to HFSM through applying the
following sequence of steps [15]:
1) Marking the given flow-chart with labels that will be
further considered as the HFSM states. For example the
labels a0-a3 in Fig. 1 and a0-a7 in Fig. 2 are HFSM states.
Transitions between the states are described in point 2.
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A. General Purpose Computers
The considered in section II C/C++ functions have been
tested on HP EliteBook 2730p (Intel Core 2 Duo CPU, 1.87
GHz) computer. Statements that allow the execution time to
be measured were inserted just before and immediately after
the execution of the sorting procedure that is composed of
the functions add_node (this function is sequentially
executed while randomly generated data items are available
– see Fig. 1(c)) and treesort.
B. Application-specific Hardware Circuits
Application-specific hardware circuits were developed on
the basis of HFSM using the technique considered in section
III.A. Traversing tree-like data structures is provided by a
processing module (PM) interacting with memory that keeps
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incoming data items that are received and stored sequentially
by incrementing the memory address for any new item. Data
in any memory cell are coded as it is shown in Fig. 1(b). The
absence of a node is indicated by 0 because zero address is
used just for the root node and can easily be recognized. PM
is based on HFSM and it builds the tree from incoming data
through creating pointers between the data items and outputs
the sorted sequence from the tree.

the slowest. These results give well-founded motivation for
exploring and optimization of application-specific hardware
circuits targeted to processing tree-like data structures. Such
hardware circuits are especially useful and advantageous for
FPGA-based applications because FPGA can easily be
customized for the required types of data and data sizes.
Note that similar results were received for implementation of
iterative algorithms over tree-like data structures.

C. PowerPC
The C/C++ functions considered in section II have been
converted to the set of instructions for PowerPC PPC405
processor embedded to FPGA Virtex-4 FX12 available on
prototyping board FX12 of Nu Horizons. Synthesis and
implementations were done using Xilinx ISE and Xilinx
EDK.
V.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Initial data are generated randomly in the PC computer
and then are used in computations within the platforms
described in subsections IV.A, IV.B, IV.C (see Fig. 5). For
software implementations C/C++ programs take data items
directly from a random generator in the PC computer and
produce the results of sorting on PC monitor screen.

Figure 6. Example of results generated by hardware circuits
TABLE I.

PC computer EliteBook
2730p (Intel Core 2 Duo
CPU, 1.87 GHz)

Xilinx
EDK

VGA
Monitor

Number
of data
items
Time(ms)
Time per
data item
(µs)

Data items
for sorting

Xilinx ISE

Prototyping board Nu Horizons
Virtex4 FX12 (FPGA Virtex 4:
with embedded PPC405)

GENERAL-PURPOSE COMPUTER

5000

10000

20000

30000

40000

50000

1.84
0.368

2.90
0.29

5.60
0.28

7.90
0.263

10.4
0.259

12.0
0.24

TABLE II.

Number
of data
items
Time (s)
Time
per data
item
(µs)

Figure 5. Experiments in different computing platforms

Xilinx tools ISE and EDK are used to design FPGA
circuits as it is shown in Fig. 5. In hardware implementations
the FPGA receives and stores data through RS-232 port
available on the prototyping board FX12. The time of data
transfer is not taken into account. The results of sorting are
shown on a VGA display (see Fig. 5) directly connected to
the prototyping board. An example is shown in Fig. 6.
Tables I, II, III present the results for different computing
platforms (general-purpose computer – Table I, embedded to
FPGA PowerPC – Table II, application-specific FPGA
circuits based on HFSM model – Table III). The work
frequency for FPGA was set to 200 MHz. The number of
data items in Tables I, II and Table III is different because
the implementations of the improved algorithms in FPGA
require embedded memory blocks and the selected FPGA
does not have sufficient number of such blocks. Using
external memory permits the number of data items to be
easily increased. Besides, we can see the following tendency
in Table III: the more the number of data items, the better
time per data item is achieved.
If we compare the results we can conclude that
application-specific HFSM-based FPGA circuits are
undoubtedly the fastest. PowerPC-based implementations are

TABLE III.

POWERPC

5000

10000

20000

30000

40000

50000

0.17
34

0.27
27

0.56
28

0.83
27.7

1.09
27.3

1.25
25

APPLICATION-SPECIFIC, HFSM-BASED FPGA CIRCUITS
FOR THE BEST IMPROVED ALGORITHM

Number
of data
items
Time(µs)
Time per
data item
(ns)

1210

1236

1249

1265

1320

1518

16.3
13.5

16.6
13.4

16.8
13.4

17.0
13.3

17.6
13.3

19.7
12.98

Resource consumption for application-specific hardware
circuits is quite reasonable. For example, the circuit for
Table III is built on 1556 FPGA slices and the used FPGA
has totally 5472 slices.
There are a number of ways permitting additional
improvements of application-specific circuits to be provided.
The most important of them are briefly characterized below.
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The paper [16] describes the hardware (FPGA-based)
implementation and optimization of parallel recursive
algorithms that sort data using binary trees. Recursive calls
are supported using the HFSM model. Parallel processing is
achieved by constructing N binary trees (N>1) and applying
concurrent sorting to N trees at the same time with the aid of
N communicating HFSMs. The paper demonstrates that for
N=4 parallel algorithms permit to improve performance in
approximately 3 times comparing with the considered in this
paper sequential algorithm. Preliminary results for N>4
demonstrate potentiality for additional speed-up.
The paper [17] suggests multilevel models for data
processing and shows advantages of such models on
examples of data sorting. An integration of three different
techniques is discussed, namely graph walk [3], tree-like
structures, and sorting networks. The relevant
implementations were done on the basis of HFSMs and
verified in commercially available FPGAs. Experiments and
comparisons demonstrate that the results enable the
performance of processing for different types of data to be
increased compared to known implementations over tree-like
structures. For example, when trees (such as described above)
and sorting networks are combined, an additional
acceleration of sorting is provided in an average 1.6/3.1/4.7
times for different values of k: k=2/k=3/k=4 respectively,
where 2k is the number of items processed by sorting
networks. Regardless of parallelization of 2k operations,
acceleration cannot be equal to 2k because the use of sorting
networks gives significant delay in getting the results due to
long paths in the relevant combinational circuits.
The required hardware resources for application-specific
circuits can also be decreased. One potential way is to
consider the most appropriate HFSM model. For example,
paper [18] demonstrates that the use of HFSM with implicit
modules instead of the HFSM with explicit modules permits
the needed hardware resources to be reduced. Additional
optimization can be achieved applying the advanced
technique described in [15].
VI.

CONCLUSION
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